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Sweet Bonanza Xmas Slot. Software: Pragmatic Play Paylines: 8+ Symbols Pays Max Coins Per Spin:

1.00 Free Spins: No Scatter symbol: Yes Multiplier: Yes Reels: 6 Min Coins Per Spin: 0.01 Autoplay
Option: Yes Wild Symbol: Yes Bonus Game: Yes Jackpot: 21,000x Stake RTP: 96.51% Volatility:

Medium. Sweet Bonanza Xmas video slot invites you to a Christmas festival to win a delicious
Christmas treat through the bonus features. This online game is developed by Pragmatic Play and

features a 6×5 reels structure with no specific paylines; instead, it forms cluster winnings. It was released
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in 2019, aiming to bring a happy Christmas spirit as you can see bright reels and melodious music in the
background. Read our slot review to learn more about the Sweet Bonanza Xmas free slot and real

money slot. Best Online Casinos to Play for Real Money. Skol Casino up to $1300 + 250 Bonus Spins
Play Now Casino Cruise 55 Free Spins + 100% up to $/£/€200 + 200 Free Spins Play Now Vulkan
Vegas Up to CA$/€/$1,000 + 125 Free Spins Play Now Only the first and the second deposit made

within 7 days after the activation of the bonus are taken into account with the offer. Max bonus amount for
the first deposit is €300; for the second starting from €15 —€400, for the second starting from €50 —
€700. 30x wagering requirements for free spins and 40x for bonuses. The maximum bet allowed when
playing with bonus money is of $/C$/€5. More Pragmatic Play Free Slot Games. Features For Sweet
Bonanza Xmas Slot Machine. Apart from these icons, you can see that the Sweet Bonanza Xmas slot
demo and the real money version is loaded with bonus features, which are discussed below. Tumble

Feature . Whenever winning combinations are formed, and you get paid for them, the winning
combinations’ empty spaces are filled with more symbols that fall from the reels. There are maximum
chances for more winning combinations, and this tumble feature continues until no new combination is
formed. Free Spins . These are activated when you land a minimum of four lollipops or buy one Free

Spins round. In both cases, you get ten extra spins. However, you can get a treat of 5 more Free Spins if
you land three or more lollipops during the feature. Multipliers . These are rewarded during the Free

Spins round when the tumbler features end after the wins are formed. Total wins are formed with all the
multipliers visible on the screen. Ante Bet . With this feature, you can choose two bet multipliers. With the
first multiplier of 20x, you can get the Free Spins round, which costs 100x of your bet. The other option of
25x multiplier means that your’ pay per spin’ cost increases by 25%. In return, it increases the chances of
triggering Free Spins by 2x times. You can play the Sweet Bonanza Xmas slot for free on our site if you
want to try the game before betting with real money. How to Play the Sweet Bonanza Xmas Slot. Playing
Sweet Bonanza Xmas slot demo and real money game is easy. Therefore, you must be an eligible age
adult according to the website’s mentioned age limit. Then you can proceed with loading the game and
click the spin button at the introduction screen to land the main screen. Now you can follow these steps:
Adjust the betting limit between 0.20 to 125 credits as a minimum and maximum, respectively. Set the

auto-play mode by customizing the bet settings. Mute or unmute the sounds of the game. View the
paytable to see information related to the symbols and bonus features. Once set and satisfied with all the
features, you can get started to play for fun. We recommend starting with the Sweet Bonanza Xmas free

play to see if you like the slot. Volatility and RTP. Do not think about volatility anymore because the
Sweet Bonanza Xmas by Pragmatic Play has a medium variance, which is equally suitable for high and

low rollers. Moreover, this online casino game has an excellent theoretical payout percentage that is
96.51, which also marks it a favourite among the players. Apart from that, the Sweet Bonanza Xmas

demo and paid versions are mobile compatible for the devices, including Android and iOS. So, it can be
played directly through mobile browsers without download. Overview. Trying out Christmas-themed

online pokie might not be a new experience for you; however, getting an exclusive game design with
unique features by Pragmatic Play could be an opportunity that you cannot avail of with any other slot.

Moreover, you can enjoy the Sweet Bonanza Xmas demo play on our website, which required no
registration. Later, you can opt for an online casino if you intend to try it for real money. Sweet Bonanza
Xmas online slot combines high-paying symbols such as different candies topped with white sugar. In

contrast, the low-paying include watermelon, grapes, banana, an apple and peach. It has no Wild
symbol; however, heart-shaped candy gives up to 50x of payout for 12 or more of these on the reels.

Here, the lollipop is the Scatter symbol and pays 100x for 6 of them on the reels. Pros and Cons. After
carefully reviewing the game’s properties, we have spotted some pros and cons that are indicated

below: Engaging design. Plenty of bonus features. Flexible betting option. No Wild symbol. No gamble
feature is available. Not available for download. 
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